Physical map and haplotype analysis of 16q-linked autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia (ADCA) type III in Japan.
Autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxia (ADCA) is a group of heterogeneous neurodegenerative disorders. We previously mapped a gene locus for ADCA with pure cerebellar syndrome (ADCA type III) to a 3-cM region in chromosome 16q, and found a common haplotype among affected individuals. This region was exactly within the locus for another ADCA, spinocerebellar ataxia type 4 (SCA4). To identify the gene causing 16q-linked ADCA type III, we constructed a contig with 38 bacterial artificial chromosome clones between D16S3043 and D16S3095. The size of this contig was estimated to be 4.8 Mb. We found more than 500 nucleotide tandem repeats, including 9 CAG/CTG repeats in this candidate region, although none of the 94 tandem repeats analyzed were expanded in affected individuals. However, we found 11 new polymorphic markers, giving 22 markers spanning the candidate region. By typing these markers on eight Japanese families with ADCA type III, including two new families, we found that a common "founder" haplotype is seen in a more restricted 3.8-Mb region, spanning markers GGAA05 and D16S3095. We present here a newly refined critical interval of 16q-ADCA type III/SCA4. Data of 11 new DNA markers on 16q22.1 would also be useful for other research of genes mapped to this region.